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INTRODUCTION
Whether you are just indexing newspaper or you have full-run newspaper collections that
include digitized issues, you should start with creating Newspaper Publication records to act as
“parents” for your index content. This helps gather your index records but also ensures that any
future digitization of newspaper can be linked to your index records for reciprocal discovery.
See the Managing Newspaper Publications & Issues Manual for details on creating and
managing Publication records.
Articles and clippings can be indexed simply with a headline (title), Publication of origin,
Publication date, page locations, and indications of the type of article being described or they
can have full metadata records and scans associated with them.
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ADDING ARTICLE/CLIPPING RECORDS
To add a basic Article index record, choose Add record without a file from the main menu:

Add the Article title or headline
Select Newspaper Publication title from the drop down list (start typing the publication title;
the more characters, the closer matching the drop down list will be)

Add the Publication date—i.e. date of issue—using the YYYYMMDD format (this will display in
natural language on the record)
Media type—select “Newspaper” as primary media type

Then click the “Add record” button to proceed to the Descriptive data screen.
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ARTICLE METADATA
A few notes about using these screens:
•
•
•

If available, the image associated with the article is inherited from the Publication
record.
Red “friendly reminders” flag important missing elements and the non-public status of
the record .
Once the article record is complete, you can add a BMD or another article to the same
issue by clicking the Add BMD or Add Article/Clipping link in the navigation area of the
screen
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Public Display
Yes/No
Can be toggled anytime
Media Type
Media Type is assigned on the Add Record screen
The Primary media type can be changed, but it does determine the template for metadata
entry for the record.
Secondary media type
If Newspaper is selected, Text is autoselected as Secondary Media Type
For articles—Text or Image are likely
appropriate choices
For BMDs – choose Genealogical
Resource
Item Type
For articles use “clippings,”
“photographs,” or other appropriate
item types to describe the physical
content of the article you are
indexing. Note: to have full text
display, use Clippings (see below)
Title
Will be carried forward from the Add
Record screen and can be edited here
Publication Title
Assigned on the Add Record screen
and will be linked to available issue
records.
If this is incorrect, Delete the record
and start again
Display date
Use only for dates that are nonnumeric, e.g. Spring 1945
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Publication Date
The Publication date is carried forward from Add Record screen and auto-linked to any existing
issue, therefore cannot be edited. If the date is incorrect, Delete this record and add new record
with correct date
Pagination
Add Section name if appropriate
Choose or assign page number—select from drop down menu if there is a linked issue.
Add column number if known to help users find the item on a page.
Creator name
Enter name of author, photographer, etc. and their role from the byline, if appropriate
Additional Contributor names
Use when an article has multiple creators who contributed to the content, e.g. multiple authors
or an author (Creator) and a photographer (Additional Contributor)
Subjects
Use Subject headings to describe the topics of the article. Use authorized terms whenever
possible to help with aggregation.
Begin typing subject headings then select from the drop down list that appears with existing
thesaurus entries. You can add a new subject heading to the thesaurus (these will be flagged as
Unauthorized).
Subjects are linked to allow users to bring back all records in your collection with the same
subject.
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Names
Think of these fields as “tags” that will
linked to other instances of those
names within your agency’s records.
Subject headings are also linked.
Personal Name(s)
Enter any personal names in reverse
order, e.g. Campbell, Ruby or Smith,
Dr. John W.
Separate individual names with
semicolons
Organizational indexing policy should
require consistent name entry format
Corporate Name(s)
Enter corporate names in natural form,
e.g. D.M. McKinnon & Sons, not
McKinnon & Sons, D.M.
Separate individual corporate names
with semicolons
Description
A quick description or, if full text is
included, the description field can
remain blank
Notes
For details that inform the object but are not recorded as part of the object itself
Languages in the item
Choose English, French or select another language if necessary
Multiple languages can be selected if multiple languages are contained in the object
Mystery question
Ask the user a question about the article or article content
Users answer by entering a comment on the public side
Publisher/Place of Publication
This information is supplied as part of the Publication record you have already created, but
enter publisher name and place only if different from parent newspaper
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ARTICLE DATES

Date of Original—a “friendly” date, i.e. natural language
Date of event—if different from date of original
e.g. for incidents that happen during the week and reported only once a week, after the fact.
Also “friendly” format e.g. War of 1812, Fall 1989, etc.
Earliest and Latest years—assign range for fuzzy searching by end users or leave blank and
same year will be auto-generated from Publication date

ARTICLE FULL TEXT
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To display the full text of an article or clipping in the public record view, transcribe content or
copy and paste fully legible text into the Full Text input box (be sure to use Clipping as an item
type)
Formatting full text display
Use simple HTML (as shown above) or create paragraph breaks by clicking the Enter/Return key
on your keyboard 2x.
Click “Update” at any time to commit changes to your record
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PUBLIC DISPLAY OF ARTICLES & CLIPPINGS
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ADDING IMAGE FILES TO ARTICLES & CLIPPINGS
Article/Clipping records without files will adopt the Publication image, like this:

To add a unique scan or image, open the File/Tech data screen and click on “Associate a file
with this record”
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Choose Thumb & Regular (Choose Thumb & Regular & Full if you want users to see a detailed
image). Allow he tool to resize the image file. Label & Split PDF (ignore). Then, select your file,
click “Start Upload” and wait until the “continue” button appears. Click to continue.

A thumbnail of the file will be presented on the File/Tech data screen. The regular will appear
with the record. For more information about the files themselves, click on Details/Edit

On the Data Management and Public details screens, the clipping will display as well as a linked
page view and linked issue image
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ADDING BMDS
From the main menu

Agency Managers can set up a quick-pick list of Publications to appear on the
Add BMD Entry screen
Add Publication title
Select from the quick list …
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or type title of another Publication …

or add a new title by clicking on the “add it here first” link … (See Newspaper Content
Management manual about Publication Records)

Enter the Publication date of the BMD (Note: you can add the date in natural language or
machine-readable format, e.g. Jan 13, 1816 vs. 18160113—either will work)
Select the category of BMD you are indexing
Click “Add”
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If either the Publication title or BMD category is missing, you will be kept on this screen and
friendly reminders will prompt you:
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ADDING METADATA
On the Descriptive data screen, please note:
•
•
•
•

Friendly Reminders are very specific to BMD indexing
Media Type is automatically assigned as Genealogical Resource and Secondary Media
type is automatically assigned to Text and Newspaper
Default image associated with the BMD is the image assigned to the Publication
record—until a page is associated (see more below)
The Genealogical Resource template includes multiple name spaces (see more below)

BMD NAMES
For all BMDs, at least one last name is expected as part of the record – the yellow field
indicates a mandatory field.
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Marriage Announcements
Enter as at least one if not both last and first names to describe the betrothed people
mentioned in the announcement
e.g. Last Name: Jones; First name: Robert, Mrs.; Née Last name: McDowell; Née First Name:
Loretta
or
Last name: Jones; First Name: Robert, Rev.

Birth Announcements
Enter the last and first names of the child and parents in the spaces allotted.
Include as much information as possible for end users to discover genealogical records and their
cross-references.
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Death Notices
Enter the last and first name of the deceased; include their maiden name if applicable.

BMD DATES
Enter date of event if different from Publication date, e.g. a wedding, birth or death that took
place the Saturday before Publication
Note: screen notes will change according to the type of BMD you are entering
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BMD LINKS TO NEWSPAPER
With BMDs, by associating the record with a particular Publication and issue date, the tool
recognizes if there are digital pages available for that issue and provides a drop-down menu.
Pagination
Select the appropriate page from that menu OR enter the page number in the input box
provided.
Include in this area any Section name (e.g. Around Town, Sports, etc.) and column number to
help your user find the item on a scanned or microfilm page.

BMD FULL TEXT
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Transcribe the announcement. Format full text using simple HTML (as shown) or establish
paragraph breaks by hitting the return/Enter key 2x on your keyboard. The transcription will
render in an “old paper” field on the public record and is full-text searchable.

BMD GENERAL METADATA
Public Display
Yes/No
Toggle as needed
Media Type
Pre-selected for BMDs as Genealogical Resource
Secondary Media Type
Pre-selected as Text and Newspaper
Add or change as necessary
Item type
Carried forward from the Add BMD Entry screen
Select new or additional from quick list or type in new Item Type and select from drop down list
Notes
Any information about the object or its intellectual content that informs the object but is not
contained therein
Language in Item
Assign the language(s) that are represented in the item being recorded
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BMD ENTRY PUBLIC DISPLAYS
Noteworthy details
• Publication information is inherited from Publication record
• Date of Publication and Date of Event are discrete
• Last names of primary persons are now linked; clicking on a linked name will return all
items with the same last name in your collection

The image of the page for this item is now displayed as well as the Publication masthead
Clicking on the page image takes you to a navigable page view
Navigate within the page to the column and location of the indexed item
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ADDING MORE METADATA FOR CLIPPINGS AND BMDS
Geographic Data
Articles, BMDs and clippings will inherit the geographical data from their parent Publication
record
You can assign a specific geo-location to an article, BMD or clipping by entering the additional
place name in the geographic data screen (i.e. The Flesherton Advance publication record is
located at Flesherton, On, but a birth is announced that took place in Priceville, On)
Click update to commit the changes for the Article, BMD or clipping only—this will not affect
the Publication record
Administrative Data
Assign specific data for the Articles, BMDs and clipping on this screen
Click update to commit the changes for the Article, BMD or clipping only—this will not affect
the Publication record
Groups
In essence, Articles, BMDs and clippings are already grouped by Publication, Media and Item
Type, but it is always possible to collect objects in groups of any configuration
See VITA Managing Groups Manual for more information
Links
Add & Manage External Links
Add a link to guide end users to other places on the Web for related information or objects
See VITA Data Management Manual for more information
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ADDING ANOTHER ARTICLE/CLIPPING OR BMD TO SAME PAGE & ISSUE
Click on link in the top navigation bar

The Add Record screen will inherit the Publication title and issue date
Add new article title and select Media Type

Proceed as above to complete the index record
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DELETING A RECORD
Deleting a record is irreversible.
When to delete:
When a record has been linked to the wrong date or Publication
When a record is duplicated unnecessarily
When a record is tragically incorrect and it’s better to start over
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